
By Sylvia McNeill, BCMA

Dendroctonus pon-
derosae, an insect
the size of a

grain of rice, has the
capability of wreaking
havoc and mass destruc-
tion – and is pretty much
doing so in the western
U.S. It has made the top of
the list of forest pests in at
least two states, Colorado and
Montana, according to the 2011
Forest Health Reports from

each of those states. And these states
are not the only ones impacted in a

major way by the current
outbreak.

What is it?
L u m p e d

generically in
the category
of a bark bee-
tle, the
m o u n t a i n

pine beetle (MPB) has become infamous
as it has cut a devastating swath across

Mountain pine beetle,
Dendroctonus ponderosae ... fortunately,
not actual size.

This row of Scots, or Scotch, pine in Montana was decimated in one season by mountain pine beetle. Photo courtesy of Sylvia McNeill, McNeill's Tree Service.
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Pacific: AK, CA, HI, OR,
WA

Mountain: AZ, CO, ID,
MT, NM, NV, UT

West Central: AR, IA, LA,
MN, MO, ND, SD, N E,
KS, OK, TX
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the western portion of the continent. It is
a dark brown to black beetle 3.5 to 7 mm
(1⁄8-1⁄4 inch) in length. It is almost incon-
ceivable that something so small can
cause so much damage. 

A native to western forests, from
Mexico through Canada and from the
Pacific Coast to the Black Hills of South
Dakota, in low (latent) numbers, MPB
typically kills small numbers of pine
trees every year in clumps, going to trees
that are already suffering stress from one
source or another, such as drought, dwarf
mistletoe, fire damage or perhaps a light-
ning strike. They can also become
opportunistic to trees that have been
affected by root disease. This activity is
part of the forest ecosystem and serves to
thin stands, which, ultimately, can pro-
duce a healthier forest as other trees are
released from competition for nutrients,
sun and water. However, as S. Sky
Stephens, a Colorado state forester, notes
in her article “The Bark Beetle Trifecta,”
“MPB has become more active on the
landscape in response to a number of for-
est conditions including even-age stands
of lodgepole pine and drought.” This is
similar to areas of Montana that have
been hit particularly hard as well. The
numbers have increased far beyond
latent or low in this current outbreak,
having reached what may be unprece-
dented levels.

What has caused this massive
increase in population? Well, you will
hear many theories, but it is likely to
be, as most things are, a com-
bination of events such as
ongoing drought, pollution,
fire damage and, conversely,
fire suppression, which result-
ed in overcrowded stands
(even-age stands of particu-
larly susceptible hosts that
have reached a vulnerable age
give ample habitat), and the
climate change that has result-
ed in milder winters in some
areas, allowing more beetles
to survive.

Identification
A Field Guide to Diseases & Insect

Pests of Northern & Central Rocky
Mountain Conifers, by Hagle, Gibson
and Tunnock, lists MPB as one of the
few bark beetles that usually make very
obvious pitch tubes on bark surface at the
site of attack. The pitch tubes are masses
of red, amorphous resin mixed with bark
and wood borings, often described as
popcorn-shaped. Boring dust is evident
in bark crevices and around the base of
infested trees. 

A definitive identification key is the
gallery. All beetles have specific gal-
leries, and field identification is often
based on them rather than the presence
of the insect itself. The MPB produces
a vertical egg gallery with a crook, or

“J,” at the start (bottom) that can
extend upward 30 inches or more.
Galleries are packed tightly with bor-
ing dust, and larvae (grubs) are present
during fall and winter. Most pupate in
late spring and the adults emerge from
the bark in midsummer to attack new
trees. 

A mass attack results in feeding that
girdles the tree. In addition, the beetles
can vector a blue stain fungi that clogs
the vascular system. Infested trees fade
within a year from yellow-green to red-
brown. Host trees with thin bark, such as
the lodgepole pine or Scotch (or Scots)
pine, may have their bark removed by
woodpeckers searching for larvae.

Why should we care?
This is a native insect, perform-

ing a function within the forest
community. Yeah, it’s gotten a bit
out of hand, but what can we do,
nature will take its course. All of
that is true. But this current out-
break, which dates back to the late
1990s, has resulted in the damage
of 70,000 square miles of forest in
the Rocky Mountains of Canada
and the United States, an area the
size of Washington State.

According to Colorado’s 2011
Forest Health Report, foresters

Blue stain fungi, introduced by MPB, clogs the tree’s vascular system. Photo courtesy of Sylvia McNeill.
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(Continued from page RS1)

Mountain pine beetle larvae. Note the galleries packed with boring dust. Courtesy
of David McComb, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org.

Mountain pine beetle
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have observed an overall area of 752,000
acres of lodgepole, limber and ponderosa
pine forest in which MPB had killed
trees during the past year alone, and in
Montana’s 2011 Forest Health Report
they note bark beetle infestations
statewide show 1.1 million acres affected
with 3.8 million trees involved. These are
just two of the western states’ statistics.

Even though the MPB is a native
insect, and part of the normal forest com-
munity, it has no regard for boundaries. It
doesn’t care if its host tree is in the
wilderness, state forest, private interface
or urban settings. If there is a host tree
within its flight range, all bets are off.
That flight range is approximately 2
miles, and at least one entomologist has
stated that, with a good tail wind, it can
make 10. 

General information states that at typi-
cal populations they attack stressed trees,
but when the numbers reach the epidem-
ic proportions we have been seeing, a
mass attack can overcome seemingly
healthy trees. It is one thing to view a
photo of a remote site with a hillside of
dead trees, but it becomes up close and
personal as you realize your view has
changed from lush green to red-brown
and the dead trees are no longer out in the
unnamed wilderness, but at your favorite
recreation area, your travel corridor, your
land, and even your own backyard.

The host species list for this insect is
“most native and introduced species of
pines, except Jeffrey pine” (Field Guide,
Hagle, Gibson and Tunnock), so virtual-
ly all of our pines are susceptible to one
degree or another. An aside here, the
Jeffrey pine may not be susceptible to the
MPB, but it does have its own species of
Dendrotonus specific to it.

What can we do about it?
If you are a professional working in

the western U.S or Canada, it is hard to
escape an encounter with this potentially
devastating pest. Whereas many clients
in the interface call the forest service or
county extension agents for information
on how to deal with this problem, your
clients are going to often rely on your
knowledge and expertise as well.

It is important to get a positive identi-
fication of the pest. There are many bark

beetles. Know your host species and pos-
itively identify the pest. For instance, Ips
species can present similar damage, but
is generally isolated to the upper crown
and is considered a secondary pest. The
red turpentine beetle, Dendroctonus
valens, also has pitch tubes but they are
located primarily at the base of the tree
and, in our area, are not considered a
lethal pest.

Your recommendations may include
evaluation of your client’s cultural prac-
tices and recommendations to improve
the site or stand management. They may

include recommendations on the use of
chemical or biological control whose
efficacy can be species and site specific.
The individual biology and life cycle of
the pest may determine a specific course
of action or timing of application as well.
The MPB typically has a one year life
cycle but their emergence and flight
times may vary from state to state and
timing the application of treatments is
critical.

Contacting your local forest service or
Department of Natural Resources and
Conservation of your individual state is
recommended for current updates and
recommendations specific to your area.
We have noticed, here in Montana, that
recommendations have subtly changed
over the years as they’ve seen what has
worked and what hasn’t. Some sugges-
tions that have proven effective in one
state may not be recommended in anoth-
er simply because of environmental
conditions. 
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This historic 300-year-old ponderosa pine in downtown Hamilton, Montana, was mass attacked and killed by mountain
pine beetle. Photo courtesy of Sylvia McNeill.

There are many bark
beetles. Know your
host species and posi-
tively identify the pest
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The following are suggestions for the
disposal and removal of infested trees in
Montana, according to the DNRC
Montana website beetles.mt.gov:

 “When mountain pine beetles are in
an area, one treatment that can have
some benefit is removing currently
infested trees. This is most effective
when the beetle population is low to
moderate and can be used in conjunction
with other techniques, such as preventive
spraying or the use of anti-aggregating
pheromones. Once the beetle population
is at high levels, removing infested trees
is of less benefit.”

 “Before removing any trees, those
that are currently infested by mountain
pine beetle must be identified across the
entire area. This is best done after beetle
flight in the fall. These trees will still

have green needles at this time… Beetles
have already left trees with red or brown
needles and their removal will not affect
the population, but it may reduce the risk
to public safety from tree failure and
decrease the amount of fuel.”

Once infested trees are identified, a
treatment plan can be determined.
Simply cutting the trees down and leav-
ing them untreated on site does not
control the beetle populations. Beetles
will continue to develop and emerge the
following summer. Infested trees need to
be removed from the site or treated in
some way to destroy the developing
insects before the new beetles emerge
and fly the following year, which nor-
mally occurs from July to August.

Several options are available for
removing infested trees. If logs are not to

be processed promptly, they should be
removed to areas without nearby host
trees to avoid spreading beetles. This rec-
ommendation of removing to areas
without nearby host trees can be
extremely problematical in the Rocky
Mountain regions. But further DNRC
Montana suggestions include:

 Harvest and take logs to a mill.
 Haul to a central community pro-

cessing or disposal area. Severely
impacted communities may consider cre-
ating a location where infested material
can be taken and processed to reduce the
beetle population. This provides possible
economic benefits by increasing the sup-
ply of material for marketing and sale.

Several options are available for treat-
ing infested trees when they cannot be
removed from the site. All material
greater than 4 inches in diameter needs to
be treated. Any of these treatments need
to be done before beetle flight the next
year:

 Cut and use as firewood as long as it
is used the same winter. Cut into fire-
wood lengths, split, and spread out in a
sunny location to accelerate drying. Do
not stack. This should be done by March
at the latest to be effective, since 6 to 8
weeks of drying is required. If wood
can’t be split, scoring it lengthwise sev-
eral times around the piece with a chain
saw down to the wood will accelerate
drying.

 Burn on site. Be careful not to dam-
age surrounding live trees. The heat from
a fire can sear a tree, even without the fire
reaching it. So watch where stacks are to
be placed and keep them small and under
control. 

 Bury on site.
 Chip on site. Chips can be hauled

off, used as mulch, or dispersed through
the forest. We personally recommend, if
chipping on site or dispersing through the
forest, that this should be done mid-win-
ter, allowing the chips to dry out as well.

 Remove the bark down to the wood.
There are several manual and power
tools available.

“In warmer climates, covering infested
logs with clear plastic has been shown to
be occasionally effective in killing devel-
oping beetles. Cooler weather conditions
in Montana, and a general lack of success

This ponderosa pine was mass attacked on private property by Bitterroot River. More than 100 trees have already
been taken out on this property due to infestations. Photo courtesy of Sylvia McNeill.
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in this practice, result in our not recom-
mending it,” caution foresters with the
Montana DNRC.

The Colorado State Forest Service
website gives treatment/management

options that are very similar. However,
they additionally offer the solar treat-
ment, but with the caveat of it being
appropriate in some areas. They give
excellent and specific instructions on
how best to ensure and to check for effi-
cacy. As the instructions are extensive
and detailed, I will supply the link: 

http:/ /csfs.colostate.edu/pages/
documents/Solar_Treatment_for_Mount
ain_Pine_Beetle_April_2009.pdf

Both states list the same three chemi-
cals that are currently registered for use
in preventing bark beetle attacks: car-
baryl, permethrin and bifenthrin. Please
note the term “preventing.” None of
these claim to kill the insects already in
the trees. They only kill beetles attacking
the tree, not emerging. Therefore, this
has to be applied prior to flight.

In addition to removal of infested
trees, spacing to allow sunlight in larger
tracts, and chemical preventatives, your
client may ask about the pheromone
patches available. These are anti-aggre-
gation chemicals that, basically, send a
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Adult excavating tunnel. Although this ponderosa pine,
Pinus ponderosa, is still producing pitch, it has been
heavily attacked by MPB, and this adult beetle is exca-
vating a larval gallery, treading the oozing pitch. Photo
by Whitney Cranshaw, Colorado State University,
Bugwood.org

Circle 102 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

View from the mountain
By Sylvia McNeill, BCMA

The Mountain Pine Beetle has
always been here, it is a native and part
of the forest community and an impor-
tant one. But the impact on private
lands, when those trees are viewed as
amenity trees, is devastating and heart-
breaking.

In some areas the outbreak is consid-
ered to have collapsed. But in many of
these areas, there are very few primary
host trees left. Ravalli County,
Montana, where we are, is now under
attack. It is up close and personal.  

For our clients, a serious attack can
involve the majority of pines on their
property. All too often they don’t notice
anything amiss until the tree starts turn-
ing brown. By then it is way too late.
Nothing can be done except remove it.  

Because of our arid climate, natural
reestablishment is a long, slow process.
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Upcoming FREE* EHAP
grant-funded workshops

May 11, 2012 (ENGLISH language)
Sponsor: Arizona Community 

Tree Council
Phoenix, AZ 

May 11, 2012 (SPANISH) language
Sponsor: Arizona Community 

Tree Council
Phoenix, AZ 

May 15, 2012
Sponsor: MO Dept. of Conservation
Wildcat Glades Conservation and

Audubon Center
Joplin MO

June 1, 2012
Sponsor: Tree Care Industry Assn

South Seattle Community College –
Georgetown Campus

Seattle WA 

June 6, 2012
Sponsor: Aloha Arborist Association

Honolulu, HI

TCIA EHAP grant targeted topic training
funds provided by grant SH-22312-11-60-F-
33 from the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, U.S. Department of Labor.
Total grant award: $165,000, This workshop
provided with 100 percent federal funds.

*A nominal fee is charged for lunch.

For additional workshops listings and
details for each workshop, or to register, call
1-800-733-2622, or visit
http://www.tcia.org/training/ehap.htm.

message out to the beetles that the tree
has a maximum capacity already. These
have proven effective in combination
with other management strategies in
small woodlot situations and may be
preferable in high value trees in urban set-
tings with a lesser beetle population
intensity.

Knowing and understanding your
clients, their goals and resources will be
a deciding factor in how you help them

make the best decisions for managing
their pines, be it an interface acreage
with several hundred trees or the urban
owner with a valued specimen residing
in their front yard.
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A Field Guide to Diseases & Insect
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